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The Honor Scholar Seminar “Dig In!: Alternative Agriculture, Foodways, and Justice” introduced
two major ethical theories tied to food pathway justice: permaculture ethics and care ethics. First,
permaculture ethics is comprised of three fundamental tenets: (1) care for Earth, (2) care for people, and
(3) fair share. These principles inform permaculture practices but have the possibility to inform cultural
frameworks and economic practices. Furthermore, the theory of permaculture ethics ties closely to care
ethics, which prioritizes relational and context-bound approaches to morality as well as care as a virtue.
This feminist philosophical theory has the potential to inform—similarly to permaculture ethics—a
starkly contrasting world ecology to that of the current capitalist world-ecology. Therefore, to apply such
ethical theories into public scholarship and acknowledge the powerful potential such theories have to
inform cultural, economic, and sustainability practices, my final project for the course was to design an
afterschool educational program based on permaculture and care ethics values to be implemented at the
DePauw Campus Farm and Permaculture Garden. Ultimately, the goal of the program would be to foster
such values of care and fair share in students. Thus, this final report serves as a means to present the
rationale or ethical context of the “Planetary Gardener” afterschool program before describing the
program itself.
Today, humanity stands at a crossroads of the environmental future of the planet. Just in the past
year humanity’s environmental impact and the consequences of such actions has been revealed in
examples of record-breaking forest fires California, extreme weather events including hurricanes, heat
waves, and flooding more intensely and frequently than ever before, and the exacerbated impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic on marginalized communities exposed to increased air pollution. These are just a few
examples of the many consequences of the climate crisis. Thus, it is important to recognize the
determinants of this climate change in order to reconcile and create effective change.
Through a historical framework of capitalism, the relationship between humans and nature has
been defined and organized. Capitalist frameworks focus on the creation of profit while simultaneously
undermining the value of care and care work. In other words, a capitalist ecology could be said to create a
violent hierarchy of power in which humans have the arguable right to exploit nature. Clearly, this
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capitalist ecology has proven ineffective, violent, and harmful to humans and critters alike. Therefore, a
starkly different framework or ecology could be argued as a means to reconcile with the historically
exploitative relationship between humanity and nature. One such starkly opposing framework of thinking
can be found in the theory of the Planetary Garden and permaculture ethics. The theories of the Planetary
Garden and the role of the Planetary Gardener, the major maxims of permaculture ethics, and
consideration of Indigenous wisdom and traditional ecological knowledge provide a structure to which
the current harmful capitalist world-ecology can be reorganized and reimagined to reclaim the value of
care, care work, nature, and the work of nature.
In order to dismantle and replace the current framework of capitalist ecology it is essential to
understand the reasoning, major arguments, and impacts of such an ecology. In other words, it is
important to first explore what and whom capitalism undermines value from or “cheapens.” Authors Patel
and Moore explore this concept of cheapness embedded in the capitalist ecology in their book A History
of Seven Cheap Things: A Guide to Capitalism, Nature, and the Future of the Planet. Through their work,
Patel and Moore recount the history of the seven major cheap “things” and propose a solution: a
reparations ecology. However, the authors first outline the things which capitalism seeks to cheapen:
nature, money, work, care, food, energy, and lives. Ultimately, these seven cheap “things” are deeply
interconnected and tied to a singular organizing principle: Nature versus Society. Notably, a capitalist
ecology cheapens nature by seeking to dominate, control, categorize, and compartmentalize the functions
of nature in order to make a profit. This defining of Nature as distinctly different and separate from
Society should be understood as a real abstraction. As Patel and Moore note, “Real abstractions aren’t
innocent: they reflect the interests of the powerful and license them to organize the world” (Patel &
Moore, 2017, p. 47). Nature, as an organizing principle to fit the hierarchy created by a capitalist ecology,
is a real abstraction and directly results in physical violence and harm against specific bodies. Moreover,
this organizing principle has provided a “strategy that allowed for ethical and economic cheapening of
life” (Patel & Moore, 2017, p. 53). Thus, the dichotomy of Nature and Society is fundamental to the
language of the ascribed “Capitalocene.” As this language creates an opposing relationship between
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Nature and Society with the latter dominating the other, then the fundamentals of the “Capitalocene”
legitimize the devaluing of specific bodies that are “bound” by Nature including critter, fauna, and natural
resources. Other bodies affected by the violent language of the Capitalocene include persons of color,
Indigenous peoples, and women. Clearly, given the current context, this fundamental hierarchy impacts
the ways in which we function today. For example, issues of racial injustice, the pay gap, climate change,
deforestation, and animal extinction.
Furthermore, this cheapening of nature through a capitalist ecology leads to the cheapening of
care and care work. Historically, the role of care and care work has been assigned to women. However,
this historical nature of the cheapening of care and care work is a form of worker exploitation in which
women are expelled from the category of Society rather bound by the “extrahuman” category of nature.
“At the origins of capitalism, strategies used to corral Indigenous Peoples into the pen of Nature were also
used to create and manage a category of humans who would perform unpaid care work: women” (Patel &
Moore, 2017, p. 116). As previously mentioned, the work of Nature and Society as a real abstraction have
shaped the marginalization of Indigenous peoples, people of color, and women. Ultimately, this strategy
of capitalism has resulted in “entangled binaries—of Society-Nature, Man-Woman, and paid work-unpaid
work—have left us with a way of thinking that has committed humans in capitalism’s world-ecology to
making spectacular oversights: we continue to think of ‘real work’ solely as wage work and forget the
care work that makes it all possible” (Patel & Moore, 2017, p. 116). Simply put, the value of care work
has consistently been and continues to be undermined and undervalued in the context of a capitalist
world-ecology. This understanding of care and care work relates directly to the abusive, exploitive
relationship between humans, other critters, and the earth. As a capitalist ecology seeks to undermine and
undervalue care work, it is important to recognize the possibility for a more sustainable, reparations
ecology. “Thus a revolutionary politics of sustainability,” as Patel and Moore write, “must recognize—
and mobilize through the contradictions of—a tripartite division of work under capitalism: labor power,
unpaid care work, and the work of nature as a whole” (2017, p. 110). In recognizing the issue of cheap
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nature and cheap care/care work explored by Patel and Moore through historical examples, the foundation
for envisioning and reimagining a framework for justice and sustainability has been established.
Considering established models and theories to begin reimagining a reparations ecology—
proposed by Patel and Moore—the theories of Permaculture Ethics and the Planetary Garden provide
models for revaluing nature, care, and care work to mend humans' relationship with the earth. First, to
define Permaculture Ethics, it is important to understand the three maxims of the theory: (1) care for
earth, (2) care for people, and (3) fair share (Holmgren, 2013, p. 7). Although seemingly broad, the
possibilities for implementing these values in daily life are feasible. To rephrase and explore each of the
three pillars of Permaculture Ethics, it is important to first begin with the ethic of Earth care. In other
words, Earth Care involves husbandry of soil, forests, and water. To care for the Earth consists of caring
for nature and natural spaces as well as responsibly using natural resources. Additionally, people care
consists of looking after the self, as well looking after kin and community. The final tenet of the
Permaculture Ethics theory is fair share. This ethic of fair share involves setting limits to consumption
and reproduction, as well as redistributive surplus. These three broad maxims of permaculture ethics serve
to outline principles which emphasize a framework of care. Permaculture can be defined as “Consciously
designed landscapes which mimic the patterns and relationships found in nature, while yielding an
abundance of food, fibre and energy for provision of local needs” (Holmgren, 2013, p. 3). Thus,
permaculture can be thought of as using systems thinking and design principles that “draw together
diverse ideas, skills and ways of living which need to be rediscovered and developed in order to empower
us to provide for our needs, while increasing the natural capital for future generations” (Holmgren, 2013,
p. 3). Therefore, the theory of permaculture and the principles of permaculture ethics provide a basis or
organizing framework to revalue care in the relationships between humans, critters, and nature/natural
spaces.
The idea of Permaculture Ethics connects to Gilles Clément’s—a French gardener, garden
designer, botanist, entomologist, and writer—Idea of the Planetary Garden. To define the Planetary
Garden, one could consider this “garden” as the biome which we humans inhabit: “The Planetary Garden
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signifies both Earth seen from space and the ‘garden’ that crops up on a bit of vacant land, welcoming
‘vagabond’ species” (Skinner, 2011, p. 264). Jonathan Skinner introduces and summarizes Clément’s
Planetary Garden idea in his work “Gardens of Resistance: Gilles Clément, New Poetics, and Future
Landscapes:” “the Planetary Garden means that the earth is finite and its humans need to get over their
alienation, to learn responsible gardening (doing more by doing less)” (Skinner, 2011, p. 264). Moreover,
Skinner and Clément are calling for a revision of the way in which humans perceive their relationship
with earth and natural spaces; we—humans—should understand our responsibility as Planetary Gardeners
to be stewards of the Earth through care and principles of fair share.
Another major aspect of Clément’s argument for a shift in perspective to a Planetary
Garden/Gardener perspective is a theme of observing to interact. In other words, to successfully form a
relationship with nature/natural spaces and fulfill the role of the Planetary Gardener a kind of
“familiarity” and “first-hand” knowledge must be established. An argument for fostering familiarity with
nature and natural spaces can be found in Anna Tsing’s “Unruly Edges: Mushrooms as Companion
Species.” More specifically, Tsing offers the idea of “familiarity” as a source of appreciation and
companionship: “Familiar places are the beginning of appreciation for multi-species interactions” (2012,
p. 142). Therefore, in order to create a familiar space, time, energy, and effort input are required. This
premise connects to Clément’s idea of “observe to interact,” a fundamental aspect of his Planetary Garden
theory—in which humans are viewed as the “Planetary Gardeners” of the biome and observe nature’s
workings prior to interference in such workings (Skinner, 2011). As Tsing writes, "familiar places
engender forms of identification and companionship that contrast to hyper-domestication and private
property as we know it” (2012, p. 142). Thus, to counteract the cheapening of nature by a capitalist worldecology, it can be argued that forming familiar ties (as related to an idea of family, or kin) with natural
spaces can foster/encourage systems of care embodied by permaculture ethics (Earth care, people care,
and fair share).
Moreover, the possibility for first-hand experiences with nature to foster familiar spaces and
places is connected to María Puig de la Bellacasa’s points in “Ethical Doings in Naturecultures” regarding
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naturecultures, care obligation, and haptic knowledge. As the perception of the Planetary Garden
recognizes a need to decenter the human perspective and develop relationships with other critters and
natural spaces, naturecultures embody such a possible mode of thought. “It [naturecultures] signifies the
inseparability of the natural and the cultural against an ontological split largely supposed in modern
traditions (Haraway, 1991; see also Latour, 1993). Naturecultures as a mode of thought…” as Puig de la
Bellacasa explains, “…is a cosmology that affirms the breaking down of boundaries of the technological
and the organic as well as the animal and the human…” (2010, p. 157). In this way, nature cultures offer a
mode of thought to reconfigure the relationship between nature and humans (or Society) as framed by
capitalism.
Therefore, this process of reforming a relationship with nature through an understanding of
naturecultures, then the idea of care obligation can be established. Further related to the value of care and
care work—historically and currently undervalued by capitalism—Puig de la Bellacasa argues that
physical, haptic experience of care can foster care obligation among humans. In her work, “Ethical
Doings in Naturecultures” Puig de la Bellacasa uses an example of an earthworm and the interdependent
relationship which humans generally fail to recognize without first-hand knowledge: “Becoming able of a
caring obligation towards worms is nurtured by hands on dirt, love and curiosity for the needs of an
‘other,’ whether this is the people we live with, the animals we care for, the soil we plant in. It is by
working with them, feeding them… that a relationship is created that acknowledges our interdependency”
(Puig de la Bellacasa, 2010, p. 161). Through first-hand experiences, one can begin to truly care and
understand the care obligation embedded in the interdependent relationship between humans, critters, and
plants.
These processes and reconfiguration of the relationship between humans and nature as presented
by permaculture ethics, the Planetary Garden(er), familiar spaces/places, naturecultures, and care
obligation, a form of worlding occurs. This term of worlding is defined by Collard, Dempsey, and
Sundberg as to, “bring worlds into being; different stories enact different worlds that may be co emergent,
partially connected, or in conflict” (2015, p. 328). Therefore, in reframing the value of care and nature—
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both cheapened by a capitalist world-ecology—then different perspectives and “worlds” can be produced.
Collard, Dempsey, and Sundberg introduce a framework for creating abundant futures in which the
understanding of scarcity does not exist as a worlding process tied to a more sustainable, just future.
“Creating abundant futures,” Collard, Dempsey, and Sundberg argue, “means supporting already existing
worlding practices that enact worlds different from those produced by European imperialism and settler
colonialism” (2015, p. 328). One such existing worlding practice that encourages abundant futures—
while also being distinctly different than worlds produced by European imperialism and settler
colonialism—is Indigenous tradition and wisdom.
While permaculture ethics and the theory of the Planetary Garden provide us with a unique guide
and mode of thinking opposing the current capitalist world-ecology which seeks to cheapen care and
nature, Indigenous wisdom should also be considered as embodying these principles and values. In Robin
Wall Kimmerer’s Braiding Sweetgrass, Indigenous ways of knowing are introduced in contrast to
Western understandings of science. Examples of Indigenous traditions which exemplify permaculture
ethics (of care and fair share) as well as the role of the Planetary Gardener include understandings of gifts
and systems of reciprocity, traditional ecological knowledge versus Western scientific methods, the
Indigenous language of animacy, the Thanksgiving Address, and the guidelines of the Honorable Harvest.
Central to Kimmerer’s work is the Indigenous understanding of gifts and systems of reciprocity to
influence a different kind of worldview than that exemplified by the capitalist world-ecology. “From the
viewpoint of a private property economy, the ‘gift’ is deemed to be ‘free’ because we obtain it free of
charge, at no cost.” Kimmerer explains, “But in the gift economy, gifts are not free. The essence of a gift
is that it creates a set of relationships” (2013, p. 28). In stark contrast to the capitalist world-ecology
which receives a gift as “free,” a gift economy defines a gift with certain responsibilities attached. “The
currency of a gift economy is, at its root, reciprocity,” Kimmerer writes, “In Western thinking, private
land is understood to be a ‘bundle of rights,’ whereas in a gift economy property has a ‘bundle of
responsibilities’ attached” (2013, p. 28). Therefore, the key to reframing a capitalist understanding of
nature and care, a gift economy may offer a clear resolution. By reframing our understanding of nature
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and natural resources as a “gift,” society has the opportunity to transform our economy from one of
cheapness and exploitation to an economy of gratitude, reciprocity, relationship, and care. Additionally, in
this transformation comes the acceptance of responsibility of the Planetary Gardener to accept the gift(s)
provided by nature, but also accept such gifts with respect, gratitude, and appreciation. Such a system
which bases its values and principles upon a bountiful world full of gifts completely subverts an economy
which feeds off fear of scarcity.
In the creation of a reparations ecology, we should consider models of thought including
permaculture ethics, the Planetary Garden, and Indigenous wisdom and ways of knowing. These modes of
thought offer the possibility of a different type of worlding distinct from a capitalist world-ecology.
Moreover, these forms of worlding offer the possibility for creating a system in which care is the central
value, not profit. However, the question should be raised as to how such systems of care and care
principles would be implemented on a wider scale. It is important to recognize that any transformative
process takes time, as will this transition from a system of cheapening (care, nature, work, and lives) to a
system of care, responsibility, and appreciation. Nonetheless, we can recognize one first step: education.
One proposition to kickstart such a transition for the future is to educate the younger generation in valuing
systems of care, accepting and understanding responsibility. DePauw University’s own campus offers a
possible space for such education and growth: the DePauw Campus Farm and Permaculture Garden. By
educating the younger generation in systems of care and gratitude, creating first-hand experiences with
nature and natural spaces, and framing understanding in the major maxims of permaculture ethics, there is
a possibility of reconfiguring/reimagining the current world-ecology. From learning about practices of
propagation, the fundamentals and benefits of composting, obtaining the knowledge necessary for plant
identification, learning about critters involved in plant growth (i.e. earthworms, bees, birds, and bats),
incorporate Indigenous ways of knowing and teaching the guidelines of the Honorable Harvest, and the
basics of permaculture ethics, the “Planetary Gardener Program” will seek to provide students with spaces
for forming caring relationships with nature and natural spaces. Ultimately, this program has the
possibility to recognize harmful practices of the current capitalist world-ecology while simultaneously
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providing the knowledge and space necessary for the younger generation to reimagine a world-ecology
based on tenants of care.
Included in this document are the designed materials for the “Planetary Gardeners” afterschool
educational program. Activities include learning about the importance of permaculture and care ethics,
the role of pollinators, soil composition and the work of soil, and seed learning activities. Such activities
are designed to foster curiosity around nature’s workings and respect for other critters as well as
recognize their work (arguably a form of care work). Additionally, it was important in the creation of the
project to outline and provide further resources for program volunteers (likely recruited from programs
such as the Sustainability Leadership Program and the Hartman Center).
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Permaculture Ethics Activity
Care for Earth & Care for People

Objective
Allow students the opportunity to recognize who
and what they care for as well as ways in which
they show care. By recognizing these forms of
care that students exhibit daily, we can provide
students the tools to better value care as well as
show care for other people, critters and the
Earth.

Overview
1. Recognize the ethics of permaculture:
a. Care for earth (husband soil,
forests and water)
b. Care for people (look after self,
kin and community)
c. Fair share (set limits to
consumption and reproduction,
and redistributive surplus).
2. Allow students to recognize how they show care on a daily basis and whom they show care for.
a. Who?
b. How?
c. When?
d. Why? [Why is it important to show care?]
3. Split students into smaller groups and provide each student with a pen/pencil and the “WE
Care!” Worksheet.
a. Time: 10 minutes
b. Allow students to discuss in small groups with a facilitator (SLP student or DePauw
Campus Farm volunteer) who, how, when, and why they [show] care.
4. Once students have completed answering the questions, bring the group together to share
answers to various questions.

Permaculture Ethics
WE Care!
Overview
What is permaculture?
●

“Consciously designed landscapes which mimic the patterns and relationships found in nature, while
yielding an abundance of food, fibre and energy for provision of local needs.”

What are the permaculture ethics?
1. Care for earth (husband soil, forests and water)
2. Care for people (look after self, kin and community)
3. Fair share (set limits to consumption and reproduction, and redistributive surplus).

Activity
Answer these questions and share with a friend how, to who, when and why you show care!
1. Who is someone you care about? (Draw them.)

2. How do you show this person you care about them? (Draw how you show care.)

3. What is something you care about (non-human, ex: my dog)? How do you care for it?

4. Have you ever had a plant? How do you care for a plant? (Draw the ways
you show a plant care.)

Haptic Knowledge & Skills
Getting Your Hands Dirty… Literally!
Overview
One aspect of the afterschool program is to develop haptic, first hand knowledge and familiarity with
natural spaces; a way in which we can share such experiences with students is allowing them to touch,
feel and observe different types of soil. In what ways are they different? In what ways are they similar?
What types of soil are best for certain plants?
1. Students split up into groups with SLP student/facilitator to answer questions and help.
2. Each group of students gets three bins (labeled #1, #2 and #3).
3. Take time to feel, touch and observe the dirt/soil of each bin. Record observations on worksheet
(or in observation journal, if provided by program).
4. Share observations with SLP student facilitator.
5. Bring group back together for group discussion and post-activity learning.
Materials
●
●
●
●
●

Rectangular [plastic & recyclable] bins (Walmart)
Different types of dirt
Wet-Wipes (for post-activity clean-up)
Pen/pencil
“Getting Your Hands Dirty… Literally!” Worksheet

Objective
Students should be able to feel first-hand different types of soil and understand how different soils
provide better environments for growth of certain plants. This activity should develop the students’
observation skills (specifically the observation of nature and natural spaces) as well as the familiarity
with dirt/soil.
Time: 20-30 minutes
Discussion Questions:
●
●
●
●

What did touching the dirt/soil make you feel?
Did you see any critters in your dirt? What did they look like?
After touching the dirt, what questions did you have?
Which dirt do you predict ________ ?

Post-Activity Learning
●
●
●

Which type of dirt is most commonly found in West Central IN (region of Putnam County)?
Which critters are normally found in the soil of this region?
Which fruits/vegetables grow best in this type of soil? What type of care do such plants require?

Getting Your Hands Dirty… Literally!
Activity
Take a few minutes to touch the dirt in bins 1-3 and write down notes
on what you observe!

BIN #1
1. What color is the dirt?

2. Is the dirt hard? OR is the dirt soft?

3. Is the dirt crumbly in your hands?

4. Is the dirt dry? OR is the dirt wet?

5. Did you see any critters in the dirt? (Draw any critters you observed.)

BIN #2
1. What color is the dirt?

2. Is the dirt hard? OR is the dirt soft?

3. Is the dirt crumbly in your hands?

4. Is the dirt dry? OR is the dirt wet?

5. Did you see any critters in the dirt? (Draw any critters you observed.)

BIN #3
1. What color is the dirt?

2. Is the dirt hard? OR is the dirt soft?

3. Is the dirt crumbly in your hands?

4. Is the dirt dry? OR is the dirt wet?

5. Did you see any critters in the dirt? (Draw any critters you observed.)

Compost Lab
DePauw Compost Pile (Campus Farm)
Overview
Part of the DePauw Campus Farm is the compost pile. In order for students to learn more about
decomposition and the important role of compost in plant growth we will investigate the DePauw
Campus Farm compost pile. Students will learn more about the different layers of the compost pile as
well as organisms responsible for decomposition.
Materials
●
●
●

Pen/pencil
Colored pencils (?)
Planetary Gardener Journal

Objective
To teach students more about not only the process of decomposition but also the importance of this
material for plant growth. By the end of the activity, students should understand that compost serves as
“food” or “fuel” for plants in the garden.
Time: 20-30 minutes (in small groups)

Discussion Questions (Student/Group Facilitator)
●
●
●

What things did you see, hear, smell in the compost pile?
What do you predict/think the compost pile is used for?
What are the benefits of composting?

Post-Learning Activity
●
●
●

Small groups share answers to discussion questions with the whole group.
Discuss how composting occurs/the decomposition process.
How do plants use compost? How do plants benefit from compost?
o Compost helps bind clusters of soil particles together to provide good soil structure.
▪
o
o

aggregates: clusters of soil particles bound by compost

This soil is full of tiny air channels and pores that hold air, moisture, and nutrients.
Compost changes the soil structure making it less likely to erode, prevents soil
spattering on plants, and the spreading of disease.
▪

KEY POINT: compost builds good soil structure (refer to “Soil Learning Activity”
and therefore retains nutrients, water, and air.

The Compost Pile
Key Terms:
●
●
●
●
●

compost/composting
macro-organisms: earthworms, insects, etc.
micro-organisms: fungi, bacteria, microbes, etc.
green material
brown material

Compost Pile Layering:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ALWAYS cover with a brown layer (e.g. soil layer).
Green layer
Brown layer
Green layer
Brown layer
First Layer (Drainage & Aeration Layer): Sticks on
top of loosened soil.

Compost Learning Activity
Let it Rot!
Observation Activity:
Work in your small groups to answer and discuss these compost questions.

1. Sketch the layers of the compost pile. Which materials are at the top of the pile? Which
materials are at the bottom of the pile? (Hint: 4 types of layers total).

2. Did you see any critters? If so, list and sketch.

3. Discuss in your small group other observations you had… Write these observations in your
Planetary Garden Journal.

4. What did you learn about composting and compost piles?

Pollinators Activity
Role of Pollinators
Pollinators visit flowers in their search for food (nectar and pollen). During a flower visit, a
pollinator may accidentally brush against the flower’s reproductive parts,
unknowingly depositing pollen from a different flower. The plant then uses
the pollen to produce a fruit or seed. Many plants cannot reproduce
without pollen carried to them by foraging pollinators.

Who are pollinators?
Many species of insects and even some vertebrates are pollinators…
● Honey bees, native bees such as bumble bees,
pollen wasps, ants, bee flies, butterflies, moths and
beetles.
● Bats and birds

Habitat & Nesting Requirements for Pollinators in Indiana
● bumble bees:
○ Abandoned mouse nests, other rodent burrows, upside
down flower pots, under boards, and other human-made
cavities.
● large carpenter bees:
○ Soft dead wood, poplar, cottonwood or willow trunks and limbs, structural timbers
including redwood.
● squash and gourd bees:
○ Sandy soil, compacted soils, bank slides.
● small carpenter bees:
○ Pithy stems including roses and blackberry canes.

How Can We Help Pollinators?
A Basic Checklist
1. Become familiar with pollinators in your landscape.
❏ Watch for activity throughout the day and seasons.
❏ Keep a simple notebook of when and what comes to your garden.
❏ Consult a local field guide or web site when you are ready to know more details
(species, flower type, etc.)
2. Add native plants to attract more native pollinators.
❏ List the plants you currently have in your landscape.
❏ Determine when you need additional flowers to provide nectar and pollen
throughout the growing season.
❏ Add plants and provide additional seasons of bloom, create variable heights for
shelter, and attract the types of pollinators you want.
❏ Don’t forget to include host plants that provide food and shelter for larval
development.
❏ Contact your local native plant society or extension agent for more help.
3. Use pollinator friendly landscape practices to support the pollinators you attract.
❏ Tolerate a little mess--leave dead snags and leaf litter, keep areas bare for
ground nesting insects, and leave some weeds that provide food for pollinators.
❏ Provide safe access to clean water.
4. Notice the changes that you have helped to create!

https://www.pollinator.org/guides_code

dogwood

black chokeberry

maple leaf

green milkweed

yellow trout lilly

violets

sunflowers

willows

sassafras

Post-Activity Learning
Ask student/group facilitators to lead groups through discussion questions.
1. What are native plants so important to our pollinators?
2. Why is it important to include a variety of plants in our garden?

DePauw Permaculture Garden
Scavenger Hunt & Identification Activity
Overview
In order to learn more about permaculture and examples of working with nature, we must consider
real-life examples. One such example is the DePauw permaculture garden. Through a scavenger hunt
and identification activity, students will further develop their observation skills and recognition of critter
difference.
Materials
●
●
●
●

Pen/pencil
“Scavenger Hunt” Worksheet
“Identification Activity” Worksheet
Planetary Gardeners Journal

Objective
Students should be able to see first-hand the ways in which plants and nature function together.
Additionally, students should further develop their observation skills and the language to describe
physical attributes of plants. Through these physical descriptions, students should be able to predict and
relate the function(s) of described plants to their physical features.
Time: 20-30 minutes
Discussion Questions (Student/Group Facilitators)
BEFORE the Permaculture Garden Scavenger Hunt, student/group facilitators should discuss with their
groups identifications such as “tree,” “shrub,” and “berry.”
●
●
●

Which of the plants you saw today have you heard of before? Which plants are new to you?
Which plant that you saw in the permaculture was your favorite? Why?
Which plants were located nearer to one another? Can you predict why?

Post-Activity Learning
●

Discuss what students observed in the permaculture garden.
o Favorite plants?
o Physical features of specific plants?
▪

●
●

Cue students to use descriptive language to identify these plants.

Relate structure-to-function of the plants.
Describe which plants are “working together” to thrive and grow.

DePauw Permaculture Garden
Scavenger Hunt
Locate these plants in the DePauw Permaculture Garden… Be sure to take any notes in your Planetary
Gardener Journal about the plants (i.e. size/height, color, flowers, fruit, etc.)

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Persimmon (tree)
Pawpaw (tree)
Elderberry (shrub)
Hazelnut (shrub)
Josta berry (shrub)
Black raspberry (shrub)
Rhubarb
Chives
Yellow (or Golden) Yarrow
Purple coneflower

DePauw Permaculture Garden
Scavenger Hunt
Locate these plants in the DePauw Permaculture Garden… Be sure to take any notes in your Planetary
Gardener Journal about the plants (i.e. size/height, color, flowers, fruit, etc.)

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Persimmon (tree)
Pawpaw (tree)
Elderberry (shrub)
Hazelnut (shrub)
Josta berry (shrub)
Black raspberry (shrub)
Rhubarb
Chives
Yellow (or Golden) Yarrow
Purple coneflower

DePauw Permaculture Garden
Identification Activity
Pawpaw

Hazelnut

Black raspberry

Rhubarb

Chives

Purple Cone Flower

Foraging Activity
DePauw Campus Farm & Nature Park
Overview
Foraging is a skill that requires first-hand knowledge and experience with nature and natural spaces. In
order to create spaces where students can form a caring relationship with nature, becoming more
familiar with such spaces is essential. According to Lisa M. Rose in her book “Midwest Foraging,” the
author emphasizes that one of the primary goals of foraging is the “sense of peace that comes from
taking time to connect to place,” and the “feeling of belonging and relationship with the land.” By
teaching students [safe] practices of foraging, program participants will not only acquire a new skill but
also, simultaneously, become more familiar and more connected to nature.

Materials
●
●
●
●
●

Pen/pencil
Planetary Gardener Journal
Foraging Activity (Guide)
Garden shears/scissors (for harvesting)
Sink to wash foraged greens

Objective
Provide students with the knowledge and first-hand experience to safely and effectively forage while
also taking care of nature. By the end of the activity, students should understand the fundamentals of
foraging and be able to safely forage in the future.
Time: 30 minutes (in small groups)
Discussion Questions (Student/Group Facilitator)
●

●
●
●

Group facilitator/student volunteer should encourage program participants to jot down
observations as they seek out their desired plant (i.e. surroundings, other plants nearby, sunny,
or in the shade).
What did you see when you were looking for _____ (foraging)?
Was it difficult to find the plant that you were looking for?
When you found the plant, how did you know it was the right one?

Post-Learning Activity
●
●
●
●

Small groups have shared in foraging and also prepping a recipe from what they foraged.
Discuss what students observed while foraging for _____.
Emphasize basic safety when foraging.
Share in a “meal”/snack!
Foraging Activity

Dandelion Greens & Red Clover
What is foraging?
Foraging is searching for wild food resources.
Today, we will be looking for two different types of plants to forage: dandelions and red clover. Once we
have safely prepped and cleaned what we have gathered, we will eat it together!
1. Dandelions
HOW to Identify:
●
●

sharply toothed and smooth leaves
yellow, flat, and cupped by small, pointed bracts that turn upward
and close the flower when rain is coming

WHERE and WHEN to Gather:
●
●

WHEN: early spring, mid-spring, OR during cool fall weather….best picked in the early morning.
WHERE: plants that are in the shade will be less bitter and more tender and sweet (than those in
direct sunlight)

HOW to Gather:
●

Harvest the leaves with garden shears or by hand, and CLEAN them gently in the kitchen.
o IMPORTANT: the plants MUST be cleaned before you eat them with water
● Flower heads can be plucked from the plant with fingers (but do not wash flowers).
2. Red Clover
HOW to Identify:
●
●
●
●

Red clover is a low-growing plant that can cover the ground, but it
can also stand as tall as 2 feet.
The plant has 3 soft leaflets per stem.
Leaves arranged alternately along the stem… stem is hairy.
Reddish-pink bloom head.

WHERE and WHEN to Gather:
●

Grows in sunny, open spaces… begins to bloom around the solstice (June) and remains in bloom
throughout the summer.

HOW to Gather:
●
●
●

Gather the blossoms and top greens by hand or with scissors on a dry, sunny day.
Choose only flowers that are vibrant and free of brown withering.
Do NOT gather blossoms that are damp or wet.

Dandelions Recipe

Dandelion Greens Pesto
Enjoy it on noodles, crackers, breads, salads, and roasted veggies.
Ingredients
●
●
●
●
●
●

2 cups dandelion greens, packed, chopped, and washed
½ cups olive oil
1-2 cloves garlic
1-2 tablespoons pumpkin seeds, pine nuts or walnuts
1 tablespoon nutritional yeast or parmesan cheese
A squeeze of lemon juice or 1 teaspoon of balsamic vinegar

Directions
1. Add all ingredients into the blender, and blend into a smooth paste

LINK:
https://theherbalacademy.com/dandelion-greens-recipes/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=pinterest&utm_campaign=tailwi
nd_smartloop&utm_content=smartloop&utm_term=55225736

Red Clover Recipe
Red Clover Tea Infusion
Ingredients
●
●
●

2 cups water
1 tablespoon dried red clover flowers OR 3 if fresh.
Lemon or honey (to taste).

Directions
1. Heat the two cups of water until boiling and remove from the heat.
2. Pour in the tablespoon of dried red clover flowers and leave it at rest for about 5 minutes.
3. Then remove the flowers by straining the infusion and add the honey, lemon, mint, or any other
element to give it more flavor.
LINK: https://myteashack.com/health-benefits-red-clover-tea/

Seed Activity & Learning
Seeds: The Start of a Plant
Overview
To educate program participants about nature and natural spaces, it is important that participants have
an understanding of the seeds, their role, identification, and parts. Therefore, this activity will require
students to continue developing their observation skills and allow them to gain hands-on experience
with seed identification and function. Seed activity and learning is divided up into two days of the
program.

WEEK 1/DAY 1:
1. Students split up into groups with SLP student/facilitator to guide group activity, answer
questions, and assist program participants when needed.
2. Each group of students will receive a “sample” or assortment of different types of seeds (i.e.
sunflower, lima bean, maple seeds, wheat, other flower).
a. One type of each seed should be included in the assortment.
3. Students observe the assortment of seeds and complete a group activity/game regarding seed
identification.
4. SLP student/group facilitator will lead students through discussion questions.
a. Bring groups back together for group discussion and post-activity learning.
WEEK 2/DAY 2:
1. Introduce students to the activity of the day: making seed-balls (hands-on learning).
2. Students split up into groups with SLP student/group facilitator.
a. Smaller groups will work together so that each student can successfully make a seed ball
for their own gardens (at-home).
3. Program participants able to each take home a seed ball to plant and discuss with their families
(role of seeds, seed function, etc.).
a. Seed-Ball Activity (directions): https://climatekids.nasa.gov/seed-ball/
Materials
WEEK 1/Day 1:
●
●
●

Planetary Gardener journal (or worksheet) and pencil/pen
Assortment of seeds (1 type of seed for each assortment, 2 assortments per group)
o The 2 seed assortments are required for the group activity/seed-identification game.
Labeled diagram of seed parts (for older students) for post-activity learning.

Week 2/Day 2:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

½ oz native wildflower seeds (8-10 seed balls)
3 ½ oz dry, organic potting soil
1 ½ oz dry clay (powdered red pottery clay)
Water
Mixing bowl (1 for each group)
Cookie sheet for drying the seed balls (1 for each group)
Wax paper

Objective
By the end of the two-part activity, students should have a fuller understanding of the function of seeds,
their role, and have further developed their observation skills and language. For older student
participants, there should be a fuller understanding of specific parts of a seed (e.g. bean seed).

Post-Activity Learning
WEEK 1/Day 1:
●
●
●

●

Allow students to share what they observed for each specific type of seed.
Review what specific seeds were included in the assortment.
GROUP DISCUSSION (Questions):
o What do you think you might find inside a seed?
o What have you ever observed to make you say that?
Seed Function and Parts:
o Grades 3-5:
▪

Parts of seeds and corresponding function.
●
●
●
●

▪

Seed coat: protective layer around the seed
Hypocotyl: embryonic root
Epicotyl: embryonic shoot
Cotyledons: food storage organs that function as “seed leaves”

Look at an example of a bean seed structure.

Seed Structure & Function

https://www.marshall.edu/sustainability/gsem/lessons/plants-seeds-and-needs/

https://www.sciencefacts.net/parts-of-a-seed.html

Plant Propagation Lab
Avocado Pit
What is plant propagation?
Plant propagation is the process of growing new plants from a variety of sources: seeds, cuttings, and
other plant parts.
Types of Propagation:
1. Sexual propagation: seeds and spores can be used for reproduction (through e.g.
sowing).
2.
3. Asexual propagation: (a.k.a. vegetative reproduction) plants are produced using material from a
single parent… vegetative reproduction uses plants parts such as roots, stems, and
leaves.
Techniques for vegetative propagation include:
●
●
●
●
●

Air or ground layering
Grafting and bud grafting (e.g. fruit tree propagation)
Micropropagation
Storage organs such as bulbs, corms, tubers, and rhizomes
Striking or cuttings

Avocado Pit Propagation
Directions
1. Once you have finished eating your avocado, wash and dry the pit.
2. Fill a jar with water, almost to the brim.
3. Locate the broad end of the pit. (This is the end that will point down into the
water.)
4. Press 3 toothpicks around the pit. These will suspend the pit from the rim of
the jar. Place the toothpicks so about 1 inch of the avocado pit is in the water.
5. Place the jar in a warm, sunny spot, but out of direct sunlight. A windowsill is
an ideal spot.
6. Replenish water as needed…
2-6 weeks later
●
●
●
●

Your pit should start to sprout roots and a stem!
If you don’t see any growth by 8 weeks, start over with another pit.
Once the stem reaches 6 to 7 inches tall, cut it back by half. (Ask a parent, guardian, or other
adult for help for this step.)
When the roots have grown thick and the stem has leaves again, plant in soil in a pot about 10
inches in diameter, leaving half the seed still exposed above the soil.

https://kids.kiddle.co/Plant_propagation#:~:text=Plant%20propagation%20is%20the%20process,or%20natural%20dispersal%20of%20plants.

Avocado Pit Propagation
Avocado Plant Care
●
●
●

●

Once your plant has been potted, it is important to continue to
care for the plant!
Keep your avocado plant in a warm, sunny location.
Water frequently with an occasional deep soak. Keep plant moist
but not overly saturated. As with most plants, make sure the soil
drains well.
o STOP & THINK: A
 ccording to the directions, what should
the soil feel like if it is moist? What would the soil feel like
if I watered the plant too much?
Pinch the stem back every time your plant grows another 6 inches
or so, in order to encourage a bushier appearance.

https://kids.kiddle.co/Plant_propagation#:~:text=Plant%20propagation%20is%20the%20process,or%20natural%20dispersal%20of%20plants.

THE PLANETARY GARDENER
AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM
VOLUNTEER TRAINING &
RESOURCES

Role of the Volunteer
• Acting as a…
• Group facilitator
• Teacher
• Listening ear
• Advisor
• Friend
• Mentor

• Basic Guidelines
• Listen & Observe
• Ask questions and encourage
your students to do the same.
• Lead by example.
• Share your experiences.
• Act as a guide and facilitate
students’ learning when in
smaller groups.

Program Values
As you volunteer with the program and work
with students, keep in mind the values of
the program. Ultimately, the program seeks
to teach students to value care, appreciate,
and listen to critter voices.
Remind your groups of these values; this
may act as a centering strategy for group
focus.
It is essential that we continue to create a
safe space where program participants feel
safe to speak, listen, and contribute.

•We treat each other with respect.
•We listen to one another.
•We appreciate our classmates’
perspectives.
•We are all friends; we care for one
another.
•We share with one another and
only take as much as we need.
•We are creating a safe space for
learning and growth.

Facilitating Small Groups:
Recommendations
• Ask questions:
• What do you see?
• Colors? Textures?

• What does it feel like?
• i.e. rough, sharp, soft, smooth

• What do you hear or smell?
• Have you seen anything like ____
before? If so, where?
• How does this [activity] make you
feel?
• What did you learn today?

• Timed Activities/Group Work
• Only a certain amount of time for
each activity… try to keep your
groups “on task,” but don’t curb
their curiosity.
• Balance between focus and
learning from one another
throughout the activity.
• Encourage students to listen to
one another… share
perspectives.

• Books

Further Resources
These resources should provide you with a
background of understanding on the
Planetary Garden theory, Permaculture
Ethics, and perspectives of Indigenous
wisdom and resources of traditional
ecological knowledge (TEK).
The goal of this program seeks to provide
students with the knowledge to further
develop a caring relationship with nature.
Through this process, you, as a facilitator
and volunteer, will have the opportunity to
do the same.

• Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific
Knowledge, and the Teachings of Plants

• Essays
• “Gardens of Resistance: Gilles Clement, New
Poetics, and Future Landscapes” (Johnathan
Skinner)
• “Essence of Permaculture” (David Holmgren)
• “Ethical Doings in Naturecultures” (Puig de la
Bellacasa)
• “Unruly Edges” (Anna Tsing)
• “Matters of Care” (Puig de la Bellacasa)
• “A Manifesto for Abundant Futures” (Collard et al)

• Films
• “Tomorrow” (DPU libraries)
• “Introduction to permaculture” (YouTube)

